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How to Clean Our Your Parents' Estate in 30 Days or Less is a take-along manual packed with
meticulously compiled checklists, assets, and information. • Step-by-step remove process •
Compare choices for offering the contents: Which method is most beneficial? This indispensable
resource gives you solutions and answers from a specialist who has seen it all: • How exactly to
prepare when parents are still living and within their house • Transitions for parents in failing
wellness • What to do immediately upon parents' death • Do we maintain, sell, or donate? This
guideline provides step-by-step guidelines to clean out your parents' house during their infirmity
or death, beginning in the attic and closing when the last item offers been loaded up. She desires
every reader to clean out their parents' home in literally thirty days or less, so they can resume
their lives instead of getting swamped by this overwhelming task. Julie Hall, nationwide personal
property professional and writer of the best-selling book, The Boomer Burden - Coping with Your
Parents' Life time Accumulation of Stuff, was motivated to create this step-by-step guide as the
true companion to her book or a stand-alone resource.
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Good Ideas in this Book Not really a thick book, but the tips inside are well worth it. There are
many guidelines to use, and this book gives you an in depth outline of the best method to
proceed when faced with the major task of cleaning out an estate filled with valuables and junk.
Actually gives guidelines on what the lawyer should do to help you, and list of positive actions
when immediately still left with a building filled with stuff and you are the executor of the estate.
Will not matter if it's your parents' estate, siblings' estate, friends' estate, the suggestions in this
book can help you in case you are the executor. An EXCELLENT guide! Gives you an idea of what
professional appraisers will charge as a share to gothrough those belonging you could be left
with. It helps you make options on whether to maintain points, sell them, auction them, or
present them. I liked this book very much! I have been a Certified Paralegal since 1988. Not
much info Very short and the last 3/4 of book are filled up with forms you would use before
computers were invented. You can "google" Texas Probate or for any state that your home is in,
and have a look at it. Pretty worthless after a loved one has approved. Also filled with
organization assets that you could find quickly on google. I've also bought "The Boomer Burden"
by Ms. Very dated and filled forms. As we proceed through this overwhelming work, we will also
recognize (as I did) that guide is a superb help for ourselves as well. This book, among other legal
books I bought on Amazon, were great for re-learning or refreshing my memory space. You'll be
very pleased you did! Please buy a legal book pertaining to your STATE. I reside in Texas, so these
TEXAS legal books were useful. The types on Estate Planning and Texas Probate are excellent for
a family group to have on the home reserve shelves. You can make reference to them when have
your Will prepared, or if anyone in your family passes and asks you to become the Executor of
the Estate.! Whether you possess a Will, a Trust or No Will or Trust, an Estate must be probated
in some way. Very fundamental info, better used if you are pre-preparing. Everyone who dies,
their Estate should be probated. Jennifer in Houston, Texas.! Yes, you should this book. Even
people who've a Revocable Family members Trust, which is often intended to "avoid" probate,
frequently has to proceed through probate in any case because they didn't maintain their Trust
current. If you are over fifty years old, you may benefit by scanning this book This book is for
those who have older parents or our older selves to help guide us in eliminating lots of material
items that we have gathered through the entire years, before our kids must do it for all of us and
be frustrated about any of it all. It is important for old people to learn and think about applying
the fantastic information in this book. Julie Hall provides great advice, obvious directions, and
amazing guidelines throughout her book. Pretty good info Nice, organized info for taking
treatment of the unpleasant task. This great and comprehensive guide helped me tackle going
through my ... This great and comprehensive guide helped me tackle going through my parents
house filled with 60 years of items once they passed away. Until I acquired this book, I simply
couldn't get motivated, through the grief or know where to start. I'd examine a review and a free
preview on my Kindle and decided to purchase. Reward was the checkoff lists, room for notes.
Also the "where you can look for items if your beloved suffered from dementia and could have
hidden items within the home". I highly recommend it! The only reason I didn't provide it 5 stars
was a few of the info is normally good sense and is available on the internet via blogs, guidance,
etc. Useful, but too long Although helpful this book is quite repetitive and consequently about
doubly long as it ought to be. Would make a good series of articles. Keep this book on file It is
important to ready ourselves for various phases in life. It really is a good book to have on hand.
Tells you what ought to be done instantly when faced with the task. BUY THESE BOOKS!!
Everyone ought to know about PROBATE, it means "To Prove Up" the Estate (or Will) and it's
Possessions, and in a court of law. Quite often I have to refresh what I learned in school. It'll save



many future headaches by removing so many stuff that aren't being used now and probably
gaining some cash by selling it to others. I LOVE My Book Purchase I'm a 60 12 months old
Paralegal. Hall. GREAT reserve as well! Four Stars Great! I learn a whole lot of new things.
EXCELLENT guide for anyone with the daunting task of cleaning out their parents' estate filled
with "stuff"! I recommend buying both of these excellent guides. Five Stars extremely great and
fast delivery A++++ Many thanks so much! An attorney can explain.
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